Master in Trading Express
Program Outline
The Master in Trading (MIT) Express program is is an intensive one-week boot camp —
Monday to Friday from 8 am to 4 pm — specially tailored for students with limited time,
preparing them for trading multiple asset classes, such as futures, forex, stocks and options.
Taught both from a fundamental and technical perspective, the MIT Express has an ongoing
emphasis on risk management and trading psychology. Students are shown strategies in
multiple timeframes such as day trading and swing trading and are encouraged to seek
ongoing learning and mentoring at no extra cost.
Text: Master in Trading (MIT) Bible
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1

2
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4

Time

Class

8 am - 9 am

Introduction to trading platforms and simulated trading

9 am - 10 am

Expectations theory and intro to macro data

10 am - 11 am

Introduction to Financial Markets (bonds, stocks, forex, commodities, crypto, futures, options)

11 am - 12 pm

Introduction to Trading platforms and order entry, position management

12 pm - 1 pm

Lunch

1 pm - 2 pm

US macro indicators

2 pm - 5 pm

Introduction to technical analysis

8 am - 9 am

Bond markets

9 am - 10 am

LIVE TRADING (bonds)

10 am - 12 pm

Technical analysis 2

12 pm - 1 pm

Lunch

1 pm - 3 pm

Introduction to central banks: Federal reserve

3 pm - 5 pm

Technical analysis 3

8 am - 9 am

Stock markets

9 am - 10 am

Energy markets

10 am - 11 am

LIVE TRADING (oil inventory figures)

11 am - 12 pm

Technical analysis 4

12 pm - 1 pm

Lunch

1 pm - 2 pm

International central banks: ECB

2 pm - 3 pm

LIVE TRADING STOCKS

3 pm - 5 pm

Market profile

8 am - 9 am

Forex markets

9 am - 11 am

International central banks: BOE, BOC, PBOC, SNB, RBA

11 am - 12 pm

LIVE TRADING forex

12 pm - 1 pm

Lunch

1 pm - 3 pm

Technical analysis 5

3 pm - 5 pm

Inter and intra market correlations

Day

5

Time

Class

8 am - 9 am

Trade setup

9 am - 12 pm

LIVE TRADING (everything)

12 pm - 1 pm

Lunch

1 pm - 3 pm

Technical analysis review

3 pm - 4 pm

Risk management and psychology

4 pm - 5 pm

Newstrading and research methods

Throughout the program, students will be introduced to trading platforms and will be encouraged to test their newly acquired
theoretical knowledge in a simulated trading environment during the first days of the program and supervised live trading
during the final days.

The MIT Express also includes
Lifetime Community Membership — Join one of the biggest trader community in
the world (200+ traders)

When we ask our students what they find so valuable about our courses, one of the first things
they say is the community. At IOTAF we foster a highly collaborative and tight-knit community of
traders that communicate on a regular basis through our online channels. The learning doesn’t
stop when you leave the IOTAF classroom.

Free Access for a limited time to the Agora Information system

Getting ahead of the news is the most important factor when trading the markets. Political
developments, new government regulations, critical technical levels – these can all impact the
price in a major way, and being among the first to find out can give you a huge advantage. We
have designed a state of the art platform monitors the internet and scrapes all the most relevant
information to present it as easy to read headlines and alerts.

Live Streams and Historical Recording of all classes

Every single class we do is recorded and live streamed. This way it does not matter if you are not
able to attend a specific class you can watch the class on your mobile, at your home or watch the
course at a later time.

Experience on a Live Trading Floor

What better way to learn than to shadow and/or trade alongside a team of highly experienced
professional traders and financial analysts? We encourage our students to watch and ask questions while we work so that you
can learn from our experience.

Free access to boot camps

As an MIT Express alumni, you can participate in our two-day boot camps that we organize on a regular basis on several topics
(fx, futures, stocks, cryptocurrencies).

Price
$6,000 USD

Institute of Trading and Finance — 48 Rue Le Royer Ouest, Montreal, Quebec, H2Y 1W7
Phone: +1-514-439-8644
Email: info@iotaf.com
www.iotaf.com

